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BACKEND VS. FRONTEND

▸ frontend (css, effects), backend (everything else) 

▸ standard http request is too slow 

▸ users require more interactivity and snappy response 
times  

▸ frontend getting more complicated, more responsibility



SINGLE-PAGE APPLICATIONS

▸ render HTML dynamically on the client 

▸ send AJAX request to the server 

▸ fetch JSON payload  

▸ re-render the DOM 

▸ handle events 

▸ manage state



BENEFITS OF SINGLE-PAGE APPLICATIONS

▸ complex and fast UI 

▸ near-native experience 

▸ high interactivity



COSTS

▸ increasingly complex 

▸ dedicated team of front-end developers required 

▸ need to maintain separate codebases 

▸ keeping API up-to-date 

▸ duplication of code (schema, validations)



RAILS & UNOBTRUSIVE JAVASCRIPT

▸ Rails is traditionally a backend framework 

▸ its approach to handling AJAX operations is using Server-
generated JavaScript Responses: 

▸ form is submitted via a XMLHttpRequest 

▸ server creates or updates a model object 

▸ server generates a JavaScript response that includes the 
updated HTML template for the model 

▸ client evaluates the JavaScript returned by the server, which 
then updates the DOM



BENEFITS OF SERVER-GENERATED JAVASCRIPT RESPONSE

▸ according to David Heinemeier Hansson (DHH): 

▸ reuse templates without sacrificing performance 

▸ less computational power needed on the client 

▸ easy-to-follow execution flow



WHAT CAN GO WRONG WITH SERVER-GENERATED JS RESPONSE?

▸ can lead to unmaintainable code 

▸ mixing JavaScript with ERB is painful 

▸ unrelated snippets of JavaScript code spreading 
throughout the application 

▸ event listeners need to be manually updated 

▸ events not firing when parts of the DOM are replaced







WHAT IS 
STIMULUS?



▸ Stimulus is a minimalist JavaScript framework from 
Basecamp (small teams, pragmatic approach) 

▸ does not attempt to compete with full featured front-end 
frameworks (React/Angular) 

▸ adds data-attributes to your server generated HTML 
(controllers, targets, actions) 

▸ designed to observe the rendered HTML and connect 
elements to JavaScript objects automatically 

▸ state is managed in the DOM





$ rails new todolist --webpack

$ yarn add stimulus















SUMMARY

▸ frontend development is getting increasingly complex 

▸ pros & cons of developing an SPA need to be considered 

▸ Turbolinks offer a reasonably performant alternative 

▸ Stimulus is a minimalist framework working with server-
side generated HTML and SJR and designed to help 
giving some structure to your JavaScript code



THANK YOU 
ANY QUESTIONS?


